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1. Chapter I 

1.1 Introduction  
 

Family businesses are the oldest and most traditional form of conducting business. They are 

the backbone not only of the private sector, but also support entire economies. On a 

European level family businesses make up more than 60% of all European companies and 

provide for about 45 % of employment. 

 

The process of change in ownership, transfer and/or succession within or outside of a family 

is an extremely crucial moment in the life of a family SME.  According to recent researches 

on the topic more than 60% of family businesses fail in the context of business transfers, 

leading to enormous jobs, knowledge and entrepreneurial potential losses. According to 

recent studies, less than 3% of the failures are due to professional errors in accounting, legal 

or financial advisory planning, or to tax regulations regarding business transfers (e.g. purely 

related to the technical aspect of succession). At the same time, support in business 

transfers disproportionally focuses on technical and legislative issues. 

 

Family business owners, their advisors and business support organisations need therefore to 

upgrade their non-technical skills. This entails fostering of skills and competences, which are 

transversal i.e. beyond the technical/managerial skills and engulfing family-based aspects, 

as interwoven with business-based aspects in play, when planning and executing family 

business transfers. 

 

The present overall report on business advisors’ needs in specialized knowledge for family 

business transfer consulting has been produced as a result of a two-fold research 

(quantitative and qualitative) that was carried out in the frame of project SUCCESS…ION - 

Making Family Business Transfers successful through Education and Training (Proj.no: 2015-1-

BG01-KA202-014247). The project and the research itself were co-funded by the Erasmus + 

Programme of the European Commission. The extensive research work was conducted in 

the project countries - Bulgaria, Cyprus, Germany, Greece and Spain. The main objective 

of the report was to gain more detailed understanding on the competences and skills that 

business advisors and consultants of family business need to acquire and further develop in 

order to effectively support and consult family businesses in the process of planning and 

implementing business transfer and succession. In addition, the research findings will serve 

as the main guidelines for the development of a comprehensive methodoly, according to 

which a “Family business succession and transfer companion for business advisors” will be 

developed as a result of project implementation.  

 

The research phase of the project was conducted in the frame of Intellectual Output 2: 

Report on family business members’ /owners’ needs in specialised support and training for 

successful business transfers constitutes and Intellectual Output 3: Report on business 

advisors’ needs in specialized knowledge for family business transfer consulting. Both IOs 

were coordinated by P2: Association Business Information and Consulting Center – 

Sandanski.  
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1.2 Aims and objectives of the report 
 

The present Report summarizes the research work that was implemented through the 

quantitative (Online surveys) and qualitative (Open interviews/discussions) with 

representatives of the main target group – business advisors and consultants. The results of 

the present report will be utilized in three different aspects.  

In general the main objective of the report was to analyze the environment in all partner 

countries (Bulgaria, Cyprus, Germany, Greece and Spain) with respect to the needs and 

deficiencies in terms of knowledge and skills that business advisors and consultants need to 

acquire and further develop in order to effectively support and consult family businesses in 

succession issues.  

Furthermore, the research aimed to assess the current level of expertise, awareness and 

preparedness of business advisors for providing adequate support to family businesses in 

the process of planning and/or managing a business transfer and succession. In this aspect 

awareness and utilization of available support in consortium countries in the field of 

succession issues was further analyzed in the process of the research.  

Last but not least research findings will be utilized by project partners in the process of 

developing targeted to the needs, methodological/pedagogical layout and tools, which 

will assist business advisors in further enhancing their consulting competences in succession 

issues.  In this regards the findings of the research will feed into IO4 & IO5 that will produce a 

comprehensive training companion for business advisors with regard to family business 

succession and transfer.  

1.3 General information  
 

The research process in all partner countries was based on common Methodological 

Guidelines that were developed by Association Business Information and Consulting Center 

– Sandanski.  

According to the approved work plan and application form the research process in 

consortium countries was implemented as follows: 

• In Bulgaria: Lead partner – Association BICC – Sandanski; Supporting partners: 

Yambol Chamber of Commerce and Industry; South-west University “Neofit Rilski” 

Blagoevgrad; 

• In Cyprus:  RNDO ltd.; 

• In Germany: Universität Trier; 

• In Greece: Lead partner – Militos S.A.; Supporting partners: Social Enterprise Knowl 

for Education & Lifelong Learning; North Tree Education & Consulating;  

• In Spain: Fundación General Universidad de Granada Empresa; 

Following the Methodological guidelines, the research process in partner countries was 

implemented through the following stages: 

 

Stage 1: Development of survey methodology, guidelines and tools  

The IO leader Association BICC – Sandanski developed the overall research methodology 

and tools (quantitative online survey questionnaires and qualitative open interview 

guidelines), as well as reporting guidelines needed for proper implementation of the tasks 

according the project requirements and achievement of the prospected results. Following 
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an extensive period of discussion, approval and adaptation of the tools which actively 

involved all project partners they were agreed and finalized. A significant contribution to 

the development of the tools, based on their rich experience on the topic was provided by 

Universität Trier. 

 

Stage 2: Translation/adaptation and digitalization of research tools 

Project partners translated and adapted the quantitative questionnaires and qualitative 

interview/open discussion guideline to consortium languages. The ready online 

questionnaire content was provided to Project partner 7: R&DO Limited – Cyprus for 

digitalization and uploading onto the survey platform SurveyMonkey™ for online 

distribution. Each partner tested the online questionnaire and provided feedback on both 

contents and survey logic in their own language. Following the translation, adaption and 

digitalization of research tools each partner received a link to the online survey. 

Dissemination of online survey links and invitations among pre-selected members of the 

main target group was responsibility of each partner. In countries where more than one 

partner operated, the coordinator was responsible for defining and distributing deliverables 

and roles in relation to both the quantitative and qualitative phases of the research (e.g. 

dissemination methods, minimum number of respondents and interviewed members of the 

target groups, reporting guidelines, etc.). 

 
Stage 3: Online survey  

The online survey was implemented with the main objective to obtain concrete 

measurable data related to the specific needs of business consultants in terms of skills 

knowledge and training content in order to better consult and support family businesses in 

succession related issues.  The online survey was implemented in the period June – July 2016 

through the distribution of online questionnaires developed on the survey platform Survey 

Monkey™ in all consortium countries. Each partner distributed the survey link along with a 

brief disclaimer and an invitation for participation to a pre-developed database of private 

business consultants, consulting companies, regional development agencies, business 

support organizations, economic and trade chambers, as well as other organizations that 

provide assistance and support to SMEs. In addition, announcements for participation at 

the survey were published on the project website and Facebook page of the project.  

 

A total of 114 respondents participated at the online survey as the initial goal, according to 

the application form, was 100 participants.  

 

Stage 4: Interviews  

In order to gain more in-depth, subtle and rather qualitative feedback on current 

knowledge, skills, background and expertise of business consultants in business transfer and 

succession open interviews with business advisors and experts in business consulting were 

conducted in participating countries based on a pre-developed and approved interview 

guidelines by the IO leader.  

In most countries, open interviews began before online survey due to the delay in the 

translation and digitalization of research tools. During the period June – July 2016 project 

partners in all consortium countries implemented a total of 21 interviews and open 

discussions with members of the main target group. Most of the interviews were conducted 
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in person or by Skype. All participants in the interviews were renowned business consultants 

or experts that had long-term experience in supporting and consulting various types of 

businesses including family owned enterprises.   

2. Chapter II  
 

The present chapter presents the results of both the quantitative survey of business 

consultants and the qualitative interviews conducted with individual consultants and 

business experts. For the quantitative survey there are graphic charts of results, 

accompanied by comments, highlighting interesting data on attitudes and opinion of 

business consultants on various aspects of succession in each country. For the interviews, 

results are provided as a summary that follows the questions included in the interview 

template that was used by project partners during the research process.  

 

The overall summary and conclusions of research results are presented in Chapter III 

(General Summary and Conclusions) of the present report. The research tools – online 

questionnaires and interview guidelines are provided as annexes to the present report.  

 

 

 

 

2.1 Online surveys 
 

The online survey of business consultants in consortium countries was implemented in the 

period June - July 2017 with the joint efforts all project partners. A total of 114 respondents 

participated at the online survey. Below is provided a summary of the results based on the 

structure of the online questionnaire and the questions that were asked. The results are 

provided in % as each question is accompanied by a brief summary that highlights both 

individual (country based) and general findings. 

 

1.1. Which country do you currently work in? 

 

A total of 114 respondents 

of all partner countries 

participated at the online 

survey as the initial goal, 

according to the 

application form, was set to 

100 participants.  

 

 

 

 

 

Bulgaria
26% (30)

Cyprus
14% (16)

Germany
11% (13)

Greece
19% (21)

Spain
30% (34)

Which country do you currently work in?
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1.2. Gender 

 

Most of the respondents were 

male. Only in Bulgaria there 

were more women business 

advisors that have participated 

in the online survey.  

 

1.3. What is your age? 

 

When data are demarcated by 

age, it can be seen that most of 

the respondents (61.4%) were in 

the age between 35 and 54 

years. The age group of 35-44 

years was mostly represented in 

the survey. Therefore, this group 

should be of interest to the 

project, as most of the business 

consultants have already 

gained their knowledge and 

experience in working with 

businesses. Less than 19% of the 

respondents were under 34 

years. None of the participants 

in the survey were less than 25 

years of age. 

 

1.4 What is your present role in your organization?  

 

The majority of respondents 

were business consultants / 

advisors. However only 8,8 % of 

the survey participants 

declared that they were 

“Professional or certified 

business consultants”. Only 

6,1% of the respondents 

qualified themselves as a 

mentor or mediator. Some 

15,8% of respondents qualified 

themselves as “Other or none 

of the provided profiles”. By 

analyzing the profile of 

organizations that were 

involved in the online survey it is 

65,8% (75)

34,2% (39)

Gender profile of online survey 
participants

Male

Female

18%

32%30%

14%
6%

Age profile of participants

Less than 25 years

25 - 34 years

35 - 44 years

45 - 54 years

55 - 64 years

65 + years

61%9%
4%

6%

4%

16%

What is your present role in your 
organization?

Business consultant / advisor

Professional / certified business
consultant / advisor

Training expert / consultant

Trainer/Mentor

Mediator

Other
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most probable that those respondents fall in the category “Experts” that were either 

supporting or informing businesses on various topics of interest.  

 

1.5 Which level of seniority do you represent in your company? 

 

In regards to the seniority level 

more than half of respondents 

(53.5%) fall in the management 

categories, such as owner, 

manager, director or CEO.  The 

expert categories (Junior and 

Senior) accounted for 28,9% of 

the respondents. Similar was the 

pattern in terms of seniority of 

participants in the qualitative 

interviews as most of the 

respondents there also fall in the 

management categories. In 

Germany, the majority of 

respondents were senior experts 

(66,7%) that work at both 

chambers of commerce in 

Germany - Industrie und Handelskammer (IHK)1 and Handwerkskammer (HWK)2. In 

Germany those institutions provide several free services, including advisory in succession 

issues. 

 

2.1 Do you provide consulting services to owners of family businesses?  

 

The second part of the 

questionnaire aimed at gaining 

more insights on the specific 

experience of business consultants 

in providing consultations to family 

businesses. The majority of 

participants (74,3%) were 

currently providing consulting 

services to family businesses. In 

Germany, all respondents 

indicated that they were working 

with family businesses. In Cyprus, 

less than half of the respondents 

(44,%) indicated that they were 

                                                 

1 Industrie- und Handelskammer (Chamber of commerce and industry); 

2 Handwerkskammer (Chamber of Handcrafters); 

11%

18%

13%
8%7%

10%

25%

8%

Level of seniority of particpants

Entry level

Senior

Manager

Director

Chief X Officer

Partner

Owner

Other

74,3% (84)

25,7% (29)

Do you provide consulting services to 
family business owners?

Yes No
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providing consultations to family-owned enterprises.  The survey design introduced the first 

of the series of safe-switches that were incorporated in the complex survey logic. This filter 

question allowed separating all respondents into two major categories – one that has 

experience in consulting family businesses and second that lack practical experience in 

consulting family entrepreneurs. Both categories answered different types of questions in 

based on their answers throughout the survey.  

 

2.2 If yes, based on your experience please specify the consulting services that family 

business owners usually request/need? 

 

The first of the series of multiple choice questions allowed respondents to choose more than 

one option. When looking at the data of the various countries we find more or less similar 

results. According to more than half of the respondents (51.9%) family business owners tend 

to seek mostly “General business and management services”, as well as tax related services 

(40,7%).  In Bulgaria for example, the majority of business consultants (72%) stated that 

family business would seek their advice in the area of “Project management and 

development”. Surprisingly, “Family business succession” consulting ranked as the fifth most 

requested consulting service (32,1%). According to survey data, family business succession 

was least popular in Bulgaria (12 %) and in Cyprus (14,3%). On the other hand, Spanish and 

German entrepreneurs seemed to be very interested in receiving succession and business 

transfer consultations. In Spain (50,0%) and in Germany (53,8%) respondents considered 

advice on family business succession as one of the most common counseling services 

requested by family businesses. The results are summarized in the table below. 

 

 

51,9%

30,9%

37,0%

40,7%

17,3%

21,0%

32,1%

34,6%

32,1%

3,7%

0,0% 10,0% 20,0% 30,0% 40,0% 50,0% 60,0%

General business and management services

Administrative consulting services

Financial management services

Tax related issues

Human resource management and development…

Marketing services

Legal consulting

Project management and development

Family business succession

Other

Consulting services family business owners usually request/ 
need 
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2.3 If you do not provide any consulting to family businesses, would you be interested in 

providing services to family business owners in the future? 

 

According to survey data more 

than half of the respondents 

provided an answer to the 

question. When analyzing the 

survey data, it can be seen that 

the majority of business 

consultants that were not 

currently providing consulting 

services to family businesses 

would be very much interested 

in counseling this target group in 

the future. This positive tendency 

was observed in all participating 

countries.  

 

3.1 Have you ever provided consulting services to family business owners in business 

succession issues? 

 

The level of expertise and 

experience in the field of 

business succession differs from 

country to country. In Bulgaria 

(65,4%), Greece (77,8%) and 

Cyprus (50,5%) the majority of 

the surveyed business advisors 

stated that they lack experience 

and therefore expertise in 

providing counseling to family 

businesses in succession issues.  

On the other hand, in Germany 

(83.3%) and in Spain (65,5%) 

most business consultants stated 

that they had experience in 

consulting family SMEs in 

succession and business transfer issues. This was the second of the main filter questions that 

additionally separated the family business consultants into two categories based on their 

experience in consulting in succession issues.   

  

49,5% (48)50,5% (49)

Experience and expertise in providing 
services to family business owners in 

business succession issues?

Yes

No

78,0%

22,0%

General interest towards providing 
consultations to family businesses

Yes No
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3.2 If yes, how would you rate your knowledge and skills in business succession? 

 

By being more experienced 

and skilled in counseling 

business succession most 

business advisors in Germany 

and Spain have answered this 

question. The majority of 

respondents rated their 

knowledge and skills in the 

field of business succession 

issues as sufficient, either good 

or very good. Surprisingly, 

some Bulgarian business 

advisors stated that they 

possessed excellent 

knowledge in the field of 

succession related topics.   

 

3.3 If you possess knowledge and skills in business succession, where did you gain this 

knowledge from?  

 

In Bulgaria, the most common 

learning and skills acquisition 

tools, according to surveyed 

respondents, were specialized 

formal training courses or 

personal interest and research 

on the topic. One respondent 

claimed that he/she has 

participated at a specialized in-

house service provision 

programme related to business 

succession. In Cyprus, case 

studies, personal interest and 

research were the most popular 

ways of acquiring knowledge in 

consulting family business 

succession. In Germany both 

“Individual coaching / 

mentoring” and “Personal research and interest on the topic” ranked highest, as the most 

popular answer among “Others” was “Learning by doing”. In Greece, according to the few 

respondents that had answered this question, their specific knowledge and skills on family 

business succession were gained through individual coaching/ mentoring, case studies as 

well as personal research and interest in the topic. In Spain a large part of respondents 

5%

22%

42%

20%

11%

Skils and knowledge in business 
succession (personal evaluation)

Low

Medium

Good

Very good

Excellent

2,2%

17,8%

20,0%

8,9%

4,4%

20,0%

2,2%

26,7%

6,7%

22,2%

E-Learning / Online learning

Individual coaching /…

Case studies

Networking among experts

Workshops

Specialized formal training

Self-tests / self-assessment…

Personal research on the…

In-house specialized training

Other

Sources of knowledge and skills in 
business succesion
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gained their knowledge and skills in business succession from a specialized formal training 

course or from studying case studies.  

In general, when looking at the most preferred tools for improving knowledge and skills in 

business succession, business advisors have acquired their expertise in succession issues 

through personal research and interest on the topic, including learning by doing (26,7%), 

specialized formal training (20%), and case studies (20%).  

 

3.4 How would you rate the openness of family business owners in your country to being 

consulted in succession issues? 

 

As in the previous question, results varied from country to country. According to business 

consultants in Bulgaria, most family businesses (57.7%) were either indifferent or not very 

interested in receiving consultations in succession issues.  In Cyprus, we observed similar 

trend as only 25% of the respondents have declared that family business owners were 

interested in being consulted in succession issues. In Germany, more than a third of 

businesses seemed opened and interested, whereas the same number of respondents 

seemed either indifferent or not very interested.  In Greece, the majority of consultants 

(56.3%) considered that family businesses would be mostly interested in receiving 

consultations in succession 

issues. In Spain a good number 

(40%) of the surveyed experts 

affirmed that Spanish family 

businesses would be interested 

or very interested in succession 

consulting.  

In general, although results were 

quite mixed it could be 

concluded that in spite of 

everyday issues that family 

business are facing, a good 

number of business consultants 

in all countries (40,7%) answered 

that their clients would be 

interested and open towards receiving succession related consultation and support. In this 

regards, the results of this question confirm the tendency that has been observed during 

the research phase of IO2 where an increasing number of family businesses expressed their 

willingness on becoming more aware of the succession process. 

 

  

7,7%

33,0%

18,7%

28,6%

2,2%
9,9%

Openness of family business owners towards 
succession consulting and support

Very interested / open

Interested / open

Indifferent

Not very interested / open

Not at all interested / open
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3.5 If you find family business owners not being interested in succession issues, what do you 

consider the main reasons behind this? 

 

The majority of respondents 

(40,7%) found that lack of 

information and trust to family 

outsiders (33%) were some of 

the main reasons why family 

businesses would not be 

interested in receiving consulting 

and support in business 

succession. In comparing the 

results of this question to a similar 

question asked to family 

business we find a surprising 

difference. When asked about 

their confidence in sharing 

business information and insights 

with outsiders (e.g. business 

consultants, business partners, 

etc.) most family businesses felt confident in discussing their business plans and problems. 

On the contrary business consultants find family businesses somewhat reluctant (or 

cautious) to external advisors. 

 

3.6 Would you be interested in participating in a training programme or to receive 

specialized support and tools that will improve your competences and skills in supporting 

family business succession planning? 

 

The majority of respondents 

(70,3%) were either interested or 

very interested in participating 

in a training programme or in 

receiving specialized support 

and tools that will improve their 

competences and skills in 

supporting family business 

succession planning.  None of 

the respondents in the survey 

indicated that he/she is not 

interested in the topic in 

general, as only 16% stated 

they are not interested towards 

the topic of succession at the 

present moment.  

 

 

3%

41%

14%

33%

9%

Main reasons for lack of interest 
towards succession issues

Lack of motivation

Lack of information

Lack of time and
resources

Lack of trust in
family outsiders

Other

26%

44%

14%

16%

Interest towards improvement of 
competences and skills in supporting 
family business succession planning? 

Yes, I am very interested

Yes, I am interested

Neutral

No, I am not interested at
the moment

No, I am not interested at
all
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3.6.1 If so, which of the following learning methods and tools seem appealing to you?  

 

This question aimed to find out more on what were the most preferred learning methods 

and tools by business consultants when it comes to improving their skills and knowledge on 

a certain topic. The results were more or less similar in all participating countries. In Bulgaria, 

the learning tools that business consultants found as most efficient and appropriate were 

case studies, online learning and self-assessment exercises. In Cyprus, business consultants 

agreed that most indicated learning tools were appropriate if developed according to the 

needs of the target group. In Germany and Greece, the majority of business advisors 

preferred individual coaching/ mentoring, case studies and networking efforts. In Spain, in 

addition to case studies, business consultants pointed out the efficiency of targeted formal 

courses. The most inappropriate and unpopular learning methods identified by 

respondents, varied in different countries, as the majority of business consultants would 

agree that formal courses and online learning might not be useful tools for improving 

specific skills and knowledge on a certain topic. German business advisors tend to 

disapprove online learning as an efficient learning method. On the other hand, Bulgarian 

business advisors found online learning as an efficient tool when considering the lack of free 

time and flexibility that most advisors experience in their daily professional routine.  

 

 1 Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

 %3 % % % % 

E-Learning / Online learning 7,8% 14,3% 26,0% 33,8% 18,2% 

Individual coaching / mentoring 2,6% 0,0% 24,4% 42,3% 30,8% 

Case studies 1,2% 2,4% 18,3% 40,2% 37,8% 

Networking among experts 1,3% 5,1% 24,4% 38,5% 30,8% 

Blended training programmes 2,5% 3,8% 31,3% 42,5% 20,0% 

Workshops  6,6% 3,9% 26,3% 35,5% 27,6% 

Formal courses  7,9% 15,8% 28,9% 39,5% 7,9% 

Self-tests / self-assessment / quizzes 3,9% 10,4% 23,4% 50,6% 11,7% 

Other, please specify 

                                                 
3 Results are interpreted by summing up the percentage of responses rated “agree” and 

“strongly agree”. 
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3.7 Have you ever attended / participated at a specialized training programme / initiatives 

on family business succession planning? 

 

In general, in all countries part of 

the survey, the majority of 

business consultants (73,6%) 

stated that they have never 

participated or attended a 

specialized training programme 

or an initiative that was focused 

on business succession. The 

majority of advisors that have 

attended such trainings were 

from Spain and Germany. The 

results of this question were 

further supported by the findings 

of the qualitative interviews 

where similar tendency and clear 

differentiation was observed between different countries.  

 

3.7.1 Based on your experience which of the following skills and competences would you 

be interested to further develop in order to effectively support family businesses in planning 

and implementing business transfers? 

 

In terms of enhancing their consulting capacities in succession issues, the majority of 

business consultants / advisors were interested in improving their skills and competences in 

planning the succession process (86,7 %4), managing family conflicts (81,4 %), as well as in 

setting goals and targets in the process of succession (77,6%). In general, business 

consultants would consider that soft skills, which are rather non-technical in nature and 

involve interpersonal relationships, were more important than technical skills. Nevertheless, 

we also observed a particular interest of German and especially Spanish business advisors 

towards improving and further developing their technical skills related to business transfer 

and succession (legal, tax and financial skills). 

 

Competences / skills 1  

Not at all 

interested 

2  

Slightly 

interested 

3 

Somewhat 

interested 

4 

Moderately 

interested 

5  

Very 

interested 

 % % % % % 

Identifying strengths and 

weaknesses both 

personal and business 

related 

5,0% 3,3% 20,0% 43,3% 28,3% 

Setting goals and 5,2% 3,4% 13,8% 55,2% 22,4% 

                                                 

4 The percentage was calculated by summing up scores of column 4 and 5. 

26%

74%

Have you ever attended / participated at a 
specialized training programme / initiatives 

on family business succession planning?

Yes

No
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targets  

Planning business 

succession  
5,0% 0,0% 8,3% 48,3% 38,3% 

Managing family 

conflicts 
5,1% 5,1% 8,5% 45,8% 35,6% 

Non-technical aspects 

of business succession 
5,2% 3,4% 24,1% 53,4% 13,8% 

Understanding 

interfamily relations  
5,2% 8,6% 17,2% 51,7% 17,2% 

Technical skills related to 

business transfer and 

succession (legal, tax 

and financial skills) 

4,9% 4,9% 19,7% 31,1% 39,3% 

Other, please specify 

 

3.7.2 When it comes to business transfer and succession what will be the most preferable 

learning tool that will aid you in further developing and brooding your skills and 

competences on the topic? 

 

The results here more or less repeated the preferences of business consultants expressed in 

question 3.6.1. In view of enhancing their skills and competences in the field of family 

business transfer and succession business advisors preferred: 1) case studies (85,5%5); 2) 

individual coaching and mentoring (84,8%); 3) networking among experts (74,2%), etc. 

Again, Bulgarian business advisors highlighted that online learning could be efficient tool 

but only for improving their general awareness and skills on the topic.  

 

 1 Strongly 

disagree 

2 Disagree 3 Neither 

agree nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 Agree 5 Strongly 

agree 

 % % % % % 

E-Learning / Online 

learning 
6,6% 8,2% 14,8% 45,9% 24,6% 

Individual coaching / 

mentoring, etc. 
3,4% 1,7% 10,2% 47,5% 37,3% 

Case studies 1,6% 1,6% 11,3% 45,2% 40,3% 

Networking among 

experts 
3,4% 1,7% 20,7% 44,8% 29,3% 

Blended training 

programmes 
3,4% 5,1% 35,6% 40,7% 15,3% 

Workshops  5,2% 5,2% 22,4% 44,8% 22,4% 

                                                 

5 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 4 and 5. 
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Formal courses  5,2% 12,1% 29,3% 44,8% 8,6% 

Self-tests / self-

assessment / quizzes 
6,8% 6,8% 16,9% 47,5% 22,0% 

Other, please specify 

 

3.7.3 If you already had training in dealing with family business succession issues which of 

the following techniques did you prefer? 

 

Based on the survey logic only consultants that had training in succession issues were 

invited to answer this question. Therefore, only nineteen business consultants (out of 114), as 

the majority of them were from Germany (5) and Spain (9), have shared their practical 

experience on the topic. This additionally confirms the lack of knowledge and skills of 

Bulgarian, Greek and Cyprus business consultants in the field of providing assistance to 

family businesses in succession and business transfer issues. Nevertheless the results of the 

question were essentially similar to the previous questions – 3.6.1 and 3.7.2. Again case 

studies (82,46%), coaching/mentoring (72,2%), as well as blended training (72,2%) were the 

most preferable training techniques for respondents. 

 

 1 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 Neither 

agree nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

 % % % % % 

E-Learning / Online learning 18,8% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 6,3% 

Individual coaching / mentoring 5,6% 16,7% 5,6% 44,4% 27,8% 

Case studies 5,9% 11,8% 0,0% 41,2% 41,2% 

Networking among experts 5,9% 5,9% 17,6% 35,3% 35,3% 

Blended training programmes 5,6% 5,6% 16,7% 44,4% 27,8% 

Workshops  5,9% 5,9% 17,6% 35,3% 35,3% 

Formal courses  13,3% 20,0% 6,7% 46,7% 13,3% 

Self-tests / self-assessment / quizzes 6,7% 26,7% 40,0% 20,0% 6,7% 

Other, please specify 

 

  

                                                 

6 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 4 and 5. 
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3.8 When providing advice in succession matters to a family business what are your 

preferred methods and tools? 

 

Of those who answered the question (~20 respondents) most seemed to prefer rather 

similar tools. We need to further elaborate on the results due to the fact that during the 

qualitative phase of the research most consultants shared that their experience in providing 

advice in succession issues was rather informal and not backed-up by specific skills and 

knowledge on the topic. In most reported cases, when succession was discussed between 

a consultant and a client (e.g a family business) it was part of another conversation / 

consultation. When succession issues were discussed, most consultants would forward their 

client to a lawyer for solving the strictly juridical aspects of the transfer. Therefore, when 

interpreting results of the survey, one should take into consideration the fact that succession 

consulting is not yet profiled as a separate consulting service that is part of most business 

consultants’ portfolio of services in countries such as Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus.  

Again, the results here more or less repeated the preferences of business consultants that 

were expressed in questions 3.6.1 and 3.7.1 as respondents ranked highest case studies 

(82,4%), followed by individual coaching and mentoring (66,7 %7), as well as blended 

training programmes (66,7%). A large number of the surveyed business consultants would 

not consider e-learning as a preferable tool for consulting in succession issues. As evident in 

the results of the qualitative interviews such a tool could be useful mostly for raising the 

awareness on the topic.  

 

 1 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

 % % % % % 

E-Learning / Online learning 18,8% 12,5% 31,3% 31,3% 6,3% 

Individual coaching / mentoring 5,6% 11,1% 16,7% 44,4% 22,2% 

Case studies 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 41,2% 41,2% 

Networking among experts 5,6% 0,0% 27,8% 33,3% 27,8% 

Blended training programmes 11,1% 0,0% 27,8% 38,9% 27,8% 

Workshops  5,9% 5,9% 29,4% 23,5% 35,3% 

Formal courses  13,3% 13,3% 20,0% 40,0% 13,3% 

Self-tests / self-assessment / quizzes 6,7% 20,0% 53,3% 20,0% 0,0% 

Other, please specify 

 

                                                 

7 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 4 and 5. 
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4.1 In your experience, what are the most common forms of succession in family 

businesses? 

 
The final part (Part 4) of the questionnaire (based on the survey logic) was only accessible 

to respondents that had experience and specific knowledge in the field of succession. The 

research team aimed to receive more detailed information on the various forms of 

succession, from the most experienced experts in the field of succession, that were mostly 

respondents from Germany and Spain. Therefore, as highlighted above approximately 19 

business consultants (out of a total of 114 respondents) have provided answers to the next 

set of questions. According to the majority of respondents, based on their experience and 

expertise in succession consulting, succession within the family was the most common form 

of succession in all participating countries (90,0%8). Other popular succession practices 

included liquidating the assets and closure of the company (57.9%), as well as selling 

business to an employee of the company (57.9%). Surprisingly, according to Greek business 

consultants, the transfer of family-owned companies to family members was the least 

frequent form of family business succession. In Greece, according to respondents the most 

common type of succession was the transfer of ownership of the family business to a 

foundation. 

 

 1 very 

common 

2 

common 

3 

rare 

4 very 

rare 

5 no 

evidence 

 % % % % % 

Within family succession 50,0% 40,0% 10,0% 0,0% 0,0% 

Business is sold to a competitor 5,3% 42,1% 47,4% 5,3% 0,0% 

Business is sold to a private equity 

firm 
10,0% 35,0% 30,0% 15,0% 10,0% 

Business is sold to an employee 

of the firm 
10,5% 47,4% 15,8% 21,1% 5,3% 

Ownership is transferred to a 

foundation 
5,3% 15,8% 26,3% 26,3% 26,3% 

Liquidating the assets and close 

the company 
21,1% 36,8% 21,1% 10,5% 10,5% 

Other, please specify 
 

4.2 How complicated in regards to inner (e.g. conflicts among the family or with 

employees) and outer (e.g. conflicts with outside investors, official authorities) aspects do 

these forms of succession seem to be? 

 

When the data about succession forms was compared in terms of level of complexity in 

regards to inner (e.g. conflicts among the family or with employees) and outer (e.g. 

                                                 

8 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 1 and 2. 
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conflicts with outside investors, official authorities) factors, the majority of business 

consultants (75%9) would consider the most common type of succession (within the family) 

as also the most complicated one.  

Secondly, as more complicated in terms of technical formalities business advisors pointed 

out the form of succession when the family business is sold to a competitor or an external 

investor (66.7%).   

 

 1 very 

complicated 

2 

Compli

cated 

3 

neutral 

4 Somewhat 

complicated 

5  not 

complicat

ed at all 

 % % % % % 

Within family 

succession 
20,0% 55,0% 0,0% 20,0% 5,0% 

Business is sold to a 

competitor 
19,0% 47,6% 19,0% 9,5% 4,8% 

Business is sold to a 

private equity firm 
15,0% 40,0% 25,0% 15,0% 5,0% 

Business is sold to an 

employee of the firm 
10,5% 26,3% 31,6% 26,3% 5,3% 

Ownership is 

transferred to a 

foundation 

26,3% 26,3% 31,6% 10,5% 5,3% 

Liquidating the 

assets and close the 

company 
25,0% 20,0% 15,0% 25,0% 15,0% 

Other, please specify 

 

                                                 

9 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 1 and 2. 
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4.3 From your point of view, which forms of succession are most successful? 

 

According to the practical experience and expertise of most surveyed business consultants 

the most successful form of succession is the one within the family (75%10) followed by 

selling the business to an employee of the company (66,7%) and when selling the business 

to a competitor or an external investor (60%).   

 

 1 Quite 

successful 

2 

Somewhat 

successful 

3 

Neutral 

4 Somewhat 

unsuccessful 

5 Quite 

unsucces

sful 

 % % % % % 

Within family 

succession 
45,00% 30,00% 25,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Business is sold to a 

competitor 
14,29% 33,33% 42,86% 9,52% 0,00% 

Business is sold to a 

private equity firm 
30,00% 30,00% 30,00% 10,00% 0,00% 

Business is sold to an 

employee of the firm 
16,67% 50,00% 27,78% 5,56% 0,00% 

Ownership is 

transferred to a 

foundation 

5,56% 16,67% 50,00% 16,67% 11,11% 

Liquidating the 

assets and close the 

company 

10,00% 35,00% 30,00% 10,00% 15,00% 

Other, please specify 
 

The closing section of the 

questionnaire aimed to gain 

more information from 

respondents on their particular 

interest in the activities of the 

project. According to the 

results, most respondents 

(73.3%) would like to receive 

more information about the 

results of the project. However, 

only 29 respondents out of 114 

participants in the survey 

provided a valid email 

address.  

                                                 

10 The percentage was calculated by summing-up scores of column 1 and 2. 

66%

34%

Further communication with the project 
partners

Yes

No
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2.2 Interviews 

 

A total of 21 interviews were conducted by the project partners in all project countries 

(Bulgaria, Cyprus, Germany, Greece and Spain) in the period June - July 2016. Most of the 

interviews were conducted in person or by Skype following a preliminary agreement 

between the interviewer and the business consultant. All participants in the interviews were 

pre-selected business consultants with various expertise and experience. The interview 

followed an example template for open discussion that was utilized by all project partners 

in the research process.  

 

The general professional background of participants included family and general business 

consultants working as private consultants representing consulting companies, as well as 

experts in institutions such as Industrie und Handelskammer (IHK) and Handwerkskammer 

(HWK) in Germany or the Colegio de Titulados Mercantiles y Economistas of Granada in 

Spain, regional development agencies and business support organizations.  

For the most part, during the interviews, participants were eager to provide their names, 

company names, business positions and contact details. However, there were some 

participants that preferred to be kept anonymous, especially in Greece and Spain.  

 

1. Background and experience in providing business consulting / advice to entrepreneurs, 

including family businesses. 

 

The introductory part of the interviews aimed to gain more information on the professional 

background of respondents in regards to general and family business consulting.  

 

1.1 Professional background in regards to business consulting of entrepreneurs 

 

Most of respondents were business consultants and business advisors that had at least 10 

years of experience in the field of providing consultations and various business related 

services to businesses. The professional expertise of interviewees included consulting, 

strategic planning, business analysis, financial management, IT&family business consulting 

and project management. In Germany, the research team interviewed specialized family 

business consultants in IHK (Chamber of commerce which is responsible for SMEs) that had 

substantial experience in succession issues. 

 

1.2 Specific experience in providing consulting services to family businesses 

Most of the interviewees (except for interviewees of Cyprus) had extensive experience in 

consulting family businesses on various subjects, as each consultant worked with a certain 

profile of clients, e.g. agricultural producers, manufacturing companies, technological 

SMEs, etc.  

 

In general, all interviewees had experience in working with family businesses on various 

aspects of business management and development such as: 

 Human resource training and management; 

 Financial, accounting and business planning services; 

 Financial management; 
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 Banking instruments consulting; 

 Project management and development; 

 Specific business related legal consulting; 

In Germany and in Spain, interviewees were mostly experts and financial consultants 

working in local chambers of commerce that specialized in tax related issues in the scope 

of succession, as well as production, IT, operational and strategic management trends.  

 

In terms of the most commonly requested consulting services and support by family 

business owners, business consultants in Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus agreed that 

succession was rarely one of them. Some consultants would have experience in succession 

issues mainly when it was related to resolving an issue associated to voluntary division of 

tangible or intangible assets that had resulted from succession. In addition, family 

businesses would seek assistance mostly for solving the most common business issues such 

as human resource management specifics, finance or accounting issues, consulting in 

relation to business management systems, etc. As observed during the research process, 

currently the some of the most popular and demanded types of consulting service from 

businesses in general (including family businesses) were finding external funding for business 

development from grant sources such as EU structural funds.  

However, in Germany and Spain, there were highly skilled consultants that provided 

specific and customized to the needs succession consulting such as tax management, 

linking services with various state and regional administrations and family protocols, 

succession at the level of production, IT, operational and strategic management trends. 

 

2. Specific background and experience in providing business consulting services related to 

family business succession and transfer. 

 

The second part of the open interviews aimed at getting some general comments by 

business consultants on business succession and on how a family entrepreneur would 

approach the issues related to business transfer.  

Except for interviewees in Bulgaria and Cyprus, most business advisors that participated in 

the qualitative phase of the research had experience in providing consulting or training to 

family business owners related to business succession and transfer.  

 

2.1 Professional experience in providing consulting or training to family business owners 

related to business succession and transfer. Specifics and outcomes of the succession 

process and the relation between the family business owner and the business consultant. 

 

In Bulgaria and Cyprus business consultants declared that they had some sporadic 

experience in providing what they considered to be succession related consultations only 

in isolated cases and mostly to companies that were seeking assistance in voluntary 

distribution of company and family assets (e.g. land and/or equipment). Interviewed 

consultants agreed that most family business are opened to sharing information related to 

their business but only if long-term professional relations and mutual trust between both the 

consultant and the entrepreneur exist. Nevertheless, each of the interviewed consultants 

agreed that succession consulting is a complicated process due to the fact that there is no 

universal plan for implementing succession and that every succession is individual to the 
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business itself. In general, all interviewed business consultants in those countries agreed on 

the fact that succession is not on most family businesses agenda and it is an issue that will 

be becoming more popular over the next few years. Another commonly mentioned issue 

was the tendency that most 1st generation family business owners were not well 

accustomed in paying to consultants. Interviewed business advisors shared that it was very 

difficult to persuade business owners from older generationс, especially in the field of 

agriculture or another less technological industry, to pay for a consulting service that does 

not have immediate effect and profit for their business. 

 

In Germany, the interviewed experts have been providing specialized and tailored business 

consultations in succession issues in the frame of the IHK and HWK. In the frame of those 

institutions, a special “Consulting day” has been organized each month where companies 

can get free consultations on various topics. During such an event the business consultant 

would advise interested companies in the specifics of the succession process, such as: 1) 

Finding a successor in the family or among employees; 2) Finding an outside investor; 3) 

Providing specific succession related legal advices; 4) Providing help with business planning 

after succession. HWK experts (who also took part in the interviews) would provide more 

intra-family related succession consulting such as: 1) Gathering information on the 

company and the family involved; 2) Initial tax related aspects of succession; 3) Providing 

help in the emotional process of succession; 4) Helping with actual transfer; etc.  

In Germany, IHK and HWK see themselves as a first advisory service, that has been 

providing guidelines on how to handle succession issues by utilizing their networking 

capabilities that bring together owners and specialized advisors and/or buyers and sellers 

of family businesses. Both organizations have been actively approaching business owners 

by the time they reach an age of 55 in order to discuss succession. In general, family 

businesses consider their relations with business consultants as very efficient and beneficial 

in terms of solving and planning succession related issues.  

 

In Greece, all interviewees have experience in providing consulting or training to family 

business owners related to business succession and transfer. The most common business 

relation between a consultant and a family business was through contracts or/and 

appointed clientele. All interviewees have had long lasting business relations with family 

business owners that have contributed towards the development of the family businesses 

plans in the long run. Through such long-term relationships they would have a deep insight 

on the challenges that Greek family businesses would generally face although their role 

was often questioned by most family business owners. 

 

In Spain the majority of interviewees have had experience and expertise in providing 

consultations to family businesses in various succession related issues and topics. According 

to the majority of interviewed business advisors there was no strictly defined process and an 

approach to succession. For the most part, succession process would depend on the profile 

of potential successors of the family businesses. All interviewed business advisors agreed 

that in order to be successful and efficient a business consultant should understand and 

better navigate intra-family relations in a family business. Based on their experience, 

Spanish business advisors in succession issues would differentiate five main phases in the 

succession process:  
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1) During the initial meetings with the family business owners, consultants would provide 

them with some practical and real cases that would describe, in general, the 

importance of succession planning.  

2) At the second phase of the consulting process, the consultant would analyze the 

present state of the family business (e.g. potential risks, problems, advantages or 

disadvantages, etc.) and relate them to various factors (e.g. people, family, 

property, the structure of the company and the business strategy).  

3) At the third phase, the business advisor would check the degree of family culture in 

making business decisions effectively and distinguish between family and company 

management. 

4) Next, the consultant together with the family business owner would develop an 

individual succession plan and employ other suitable instruments, such as the family 

protocol.  

5) Finally, although each succession process is strictly individual to the business, a 

business advisors would analyze the profile of the potential successors and identify 

potential issues in order to provide family business owners with useful 

recommendations that will ultimately facilitate the succession process.  

 

In general, Spanish business consultants that participated in the research phase 

considered the process of succession counseling as efficient and beneficial for family 

businesses, despite of its complexity. The systemic approach that has been applied, as well 

as addressing the problems from a multidisciplinary perspective contributed for solving most 

of the succession problems of family businesses.   

 

2.2 Interest of family businesses in engaging in advice and consulting related to family 

business succession planning 

 

In general, the interest of family business towards succession issues varied in different 

countries based on the established traditions in the field of family entrepreneurship.  

For example, in Bulgaria, business consultants shared the opinion that most family business 

owners, by still being in their 1st generation, have not yet grown fond of the benefits of 

planning and implementing a formalized succession process in their companies. This 

tendency has resulted of two main factors. First of all, due to the various historical and 

political developments in the country over the past 25 years (Bulgaria is a former communist 

country where private entrepreneurship was limited) family businesses have been rather 

“young” and the challenge of succession is yet to come. Most of the family businesses in 

Bulgaria were currently reaching a state when the transition between 1st and 2nd 

generation of ownership had to take place. In addition, most family business owners by still 

being in their 1st generation of ownership were very cautious when engaging and seeking 

business consulting. In general, most family business owners in Bulgaria would seek advice 

and assistance through personal connections and contacts such as other family members, 

friends, relatives, business partners and even employees rather than a professional 

consultation in a certain topic. Nevertheless, this rather negative trend has been slowly 

changing as younger generations stepped in the management of many family businesses. 

According to all interviewed business consultants in Bulgaria, business owners and 
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managers of the younger generations seemed more opened to external assistance and 

support.  

As far as succession was concerned, currently the interest remains rather low but most of 

the interviewed consultants do believe that in time it will increase. They would relate the 

lack of interest to the insufficient information on the topic as well as to the relatively low 

level of development of family enterprises which have far more important problems to solve 

than succession. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, since most family businesses were 

currently reaching the phase when succession is becoming an issue there will be more 

companies that will be seeking assistance and consultations on the topic in the near future. 

 

In Cyprus, according to interviewees, family business owners were hardly engaged in 

consulting about succession or transfer issues. Most of the times, family entrepreneurs would 

be interested in the technical aspect of the transfer by seeking for standard advice by 

accountants and tax experts (e.g. the technical aspects of succession), rather than 

demanding a thorough guidance in the process of planning and implementing succession.  

 

The majority of Greek business advisors shared an opinion that although most of the family 

businesses in Greece primarily agreed to the benefits of professional consulting most of the 

times they would remain firm on their points of view and only in very rare cases they would 

actually "open" to hear and receive professional advice. As in Bulgaria, Greek family 

businesses were more opened to financial consulting, especially when it comes to seeking 

a grant for a certain business activity or when a certain financial issues arises in the general 

business management of the company. As in Bulgaria and Cyprus, the issues of business 

succession were very rarely discussed with external consultants and tended to be kept as 

an "internal secret" to the family and close relatives. Nevertheless, although at present the 

interest towards succession issues was described as rather low, due to the factors described 

above, the consultants raised the need of training in succession planning and business 

transition, which is lacking in all the Greek Family businesses. 

 

In Germany and Spain 

The mindset of family businesses in Spain was pretty much similar to businesses in Balkan 

countries, as most of the companies in rural areas were family owned SMEs, these 

businesses have not been receiving specialized consultancy. The succession process was 

perceived as a natural process where the owner would transfer the ownership and the 

management of the company to others, usually his/her children (or grandchildren or 

nephews). Generally, consultants would not provide nor offer specific succession 

consulting. Such informal consultation was usually integrated transversally in the different 

services (financial, legal, etc.) that they have been providing to companies on everyday 

basis. Likewise, in Germany, for most family businesses it was typical to have at least 

external financial, legal and tax advice. Many family business owners were sensitized by 

these advisors to undertake consultations in succession issues as well. So the interest was 

generally high with exception of entrepreneurs who did not want to let go of their 

companies and therefore were constantly ignoring problems occurring before and during 

succession process itself. The ever increasing problems with finding a successor within the 

family led to an increased demand of an external advisory in order to find outside investors. 
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These issues have been addressed by both chambers of commerce as well as by banks 

which have been trying to create a platform where buyers and sellers could meet. 

 

2.3 Level of awareness of family entrepreneurs of the benefits of planning and implementing 

a successful business transfer for ensuring their business survival and continuation. 

 

In Bulgaria, as evident in the responses of previous questions according to business 

consultants that were interviewed in the research process both the majority of family 

business owners and most business advisors were not aware of the benefits of implementing 

a well-planned succession process. As highlighted in the previous questions, business 

consultants would attribute this to two main issues – firstly lack of information on the topic 

and secondly the specific mindset of most family business owners. According to their 

opinion the lack of systemized information in succession issues and succession process 

planning was further hindered by the fact that all available information on the topic was 

provided in very business “unfriendly” form and content. In Cyprus, according to 

interviewed business consultants, most family businesses would have only general 

knowledge on the process of succession. According to business advisors, the majority of 

family businesses would lack practical experience in implementing a succession.  

In Germany, on the other hand, most family businesses were well aware of the benefits of 

succession planning but had no information on how long the succession process would 

take on the average and therefore in most cases planning would start too late. This would 

result in implementing a rather chaotic succession process than a well-timed and planned 

procedure. 

In Greece, all interviewed business consultants agreed that succession was not an issue 

that a Greek family entrepreneur would easily discuss with an external advisor. Knowledge 

on the benefits of planning and implementing a successful transfer or succession was 

scarce among Greek family businesses. However, based on the practical experience of 

most interviewed consultants, there has been a clear tendency among family businesses 

that would favor the "male" successor (by taking mainly the son to work alongside from an 

early age) rather that the female legatee. In general, consultants agreed that depending 

on the age, the educational background and the personality of the business owner, 

planning is lacking until the family owner is at a redundancy age - and even then their role 

is predominant to the business. 

Generally, owners and family members in Spain were aware of the advantages of the 

succession process planning and proper implementation but only in regards to ways for 

reducing tax or avoiding problems with the Tax Agencies and foreclosures. According to 

business consultants, succession has been regarded by family businesses as a "tailored suit" - 

an exercise of self-regulation and anticipation that, if well-crafted, would greatly facilitate 

the process of ownership transfer itslelf. 

 

2.4 Main challenges related to consulting family businesses in succession planning 

 

According to the majority of business consultants in all surveyed countries, the main issue in 

consulting family businesses in general, not only in succession issues, was the lack of trust to 

the external advisors/consultants.  
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In Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus, the majority of the interviewed business consultants 

agreed that the main challenge in terms of business succession was persuading business 

owners of the need of planning for succession. In this aspect, it was important to break the 

common stereotype of family businesses that outsiders, especially business consultants, 

should be kept outside of the family "circle of trust". An entrepreneur should be made 

aware that a successful relation with external consultant could only bring added value to 

the business. Therefore, the most important task of a business advisor, and at the same time 

the main challenge in terms of consulting succession, was to persuade business owners of 

the need of planning for succession and to discuss it with external advisors - e.g. 

consultants, lawyers, etc. Nevertheless, business consultants were positive that the attitude 

of entrepreneurs has been changing and nowadays most entrepreneurs have been started 

thinking about succession and about how important it was for ensuring the sustainability of 

a particular family business. Additional challenges that undermined the efficiency of 

consulting family businesses in succession planning were the lack of training, best practice 

exchange platforms, as well as the deficiency of skills in communication and leadership.  

In Germany and Spain, where business consultants were more experienced in succession 

issues the following main challenges were outlined. In terms of early planning for succession, 

most problems have occurred as a result of late planning. In many cases there were many 

predecessors that were unwilling to let go of company’s ownership. In such cases, the 

experienced consultant would face the challenge of persuading them on the benefits of 

early decision. Another main challenge is finding the suitable successor. Although, 

succession within the family is the most common form of succession, there are an increasing 

number of companies which lack a suitable successor. Therefore, finding a suitable external 

investor or a buyer of the family business, as well as persuading the owner to sell, might also 

represent a challenge. The consultant should be able to assess the economic and family 

related factors that would influence succession, as well as the level of readiness of potential 

successors (which has many aspects). In addition, internal factors, such as subordination 

and internal organization within the company and in the family should be also analyzed.  

The various legal factors (e.g. planning an adequate transmission of the heritage with a 

minimal tax cost) should be also taken into account.  

 

3. Specific support and training needs that family business consultants require for providing 

better services/support to family business in a process of business transfer and succession. 

 

The third part of the discussions with business advisors aimed to gain more details on the 

specific support and training needs that family business consultants need in order to 

provide better provide services/support to family business in the process of business transfer 

and succession.   

 

3.1 Existing training / support courses / programs in each country that provide training and 

support for family business succession planning 

 

The majority of interviewees in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Germany shared that they 

were not aware of any existing trainings or courses in succession planning for family 

businesses. According to Bulgarian business consultants the deficiency of such training 

programmes has been resulted simply by the lack of demand. For example, most Bulgarian 
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family businesses were yet to experience the process of succession between the 1st and 

2nd generation of ownership. Therefore, the necessity of such training has not yet arisen. 

In Greece, there were various courses that have been provided from different training 

centers but not specifically regarding business succession planning. In addition, the majority 

of such informal training initiatives were put on hold due to the financial crisis in the country. 

However, a few personal mentoring / business coaching sessions existed that were currently 

gaining more and more popularity.  In Germany, there were various online platforms, 

courses and meetings organized for family businesses that have been more popular and 

demanded. Usually such programmes and training tools were provided by both chambers 

of commerce and also in cooperation with banks. 

In Spain, there were many training curses organized by private training centres (or in 

collaboration with Universities), directed to consultants, that approached family business 

from a general perspective, including sometimes the issue of the succession together with 

other topics (performance, training of staff, etc). However, as in Bulgaria, the lack of 

specialized courses in Spain (and in general) that had been focusing exclusively on 

business succession consulting showed that this aspect was not of particular interested to 

many family business owners. The few courses that exist focus only on technical issues 

(financial and legal aspects) and not on transversal competences. Another specific feature 

of the Spanish consulting market was that business advisors would be interested in joining 

courses that were implemented by organizations with solid reputation and reliability. The 

training course11 organized by the Foundation Neixa (one of most renounced training 

institutions in the field) and the portal La Empresa Familar (www.Laempresafamiliar.com) in 

collaboration with the Universitat Abat Oliba - Ceu were some of the few training initiatives 

which aimed at providing more in-depth training of consultants in the field of family 

business succession.  

 

3.2 Efficiency of existing programmes / initiatives  

 

In general, in countries like Bulgaria, Cyprus and Greece most business consultants would 

agree that currently family businesses in their countries are not interested to the topic. 

Therefore, it was difficult to assess their efficiency and attractiveness to family businesses. 

Nevertheless, most interviewed business consultants would agree, based on their 

experience and talks with entrepreneurs that if such trainings and initiatives were available 

they would be very beneficial to family businesses. In addition, most business consultants will 

be very interested in joining such training initiatives or in improving their skills and knowledge 

on the topic. German business consultants would also agree that if properly sensitized such 

programmes would be beneficial both to family business and advisors as they will provide 

them with a networking platform. In Spain, according to business consultants, there has 

been an increasing demand of trainings and supporting tools for family businesses which 

accounted for 85% of the Spanish economy.  In addition, in recent years there have been 

an increasing number of professionals that were consulting business families by offering 

                                                 

11 More information about the 2016 edition of the training course is available at: 

http://www.laempresafamiliar.com/informacion/general/curso-consultores-empresa-

familiar-2016/  

http://www.laempresafamiliar.com/
http://www.laempresafamiliar.com/informacion/general/curso-consultores-empresa-familiar-2016/
http://www.laempresafamiliar.com/informacion/general/curso-consultores-empresa-familiar-2016/
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them support in various spheres (e.g. family protocol, generational transition, 

professionalization, strategy and government, culture training, etc.) as well as in more 

specific and complementary topics (e.g. coaching, neuroscience, entrepreneurship, 

technological innovation, etc.).   

 

3.3 The most preferable learning tool needed by business advisors for further developing 

and brooding your skills and competences in the field of business transfer and succession 

 

Business consultants in different countries shared various opinions on the most preferable 

learning content that will be most efficient in terms of improving their personal skills and 

knowledge in succession issues. All interviewees were aware of the fact that succession 

training and training content should be very much personalized to the needs of each 

particular business. As a result, business consultants agreed that their skills in mentoring and 

coaching should be further improved in order to take into account various factors both 

internal (family and business related) and external (market and environmentally related) 

when consulting businesses in succession issues. German advisors would point out the 

efficiency of interdisciplinary work among advisors, e.g. networking and face-to-face 

communication. In Spain, an increasing number of training courses have been developed 

that follow a more psychological approach towards the understanding and good 

management of human relations and emotional dimension in the family business. Such 

trainings would combine a methodology based on theoretical lessons, case studies, role 

playing and multidisciplinary work tables. Such courses could also offer personalized 

coaching and networking with other professionals in order to support consultants in setting 

up a personalized personal and carrier development plans in the field of family business 

consulting. Spanish, Bulgarian and Greek consultants would tend to prefer online learning 

as an efficient tool due to time issues.  

When asked about their opinion on what will be the most preferable and efficient training 

tools for family businesses in succession issues, interviewed business consultants shared that 

entrepreneurs nowadays, especially family ones, were very limited in terms of time. On the 

other hand, as stipulated in previous sections of the repot, the current level of awareness of 

businesses on the benefits of planning and managing succession has been rather low. 

Therefore, raising the awareness on the topic should begin on a simpler level. It is important 

to teach family business owners on the basics of the succession process such as the 

importance of planning, as well as on the various options that would be available for 

business transfer and succession. Online training, if applied as a tool should include content 

that is more multimedia oriented (e.g. videos, success stories, case studies, etc.). The more 

detailed, technical and complicated aspects of succession should be taught at another 

level through mentoring, coaching, formal classes, etc. 

 

4. Knowledge/ skills/ attitudes that business consultants needed when advising family 

businesses in succession issues  
 

The fourth part of the opened interviews analysed the most crucial and valuable skills and 

competences that a business consultant should possess in order to effectively plan and 

execute a family business transfer  
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4.1 Most important competences and skills a business consultant should have in order to 

effectively support family entrepreneurs in the process of planning and implementing a 

successful business transfer 

 

The majority of business consultants agreed that it was important for a business consultant 

to "walk in the shoes" of their clients in order to gain their trust. Additional important skills that 

were highlighted by interviewees included excellent knowledge of business management 

issues, some legal and financial skills, etc. Project planning and organizational 

development were also important when consulting small family businesses. According to 

one of the interviewees family businesses would want the consultant to “speak their 

language” and not be “a sophisticated talker”. Based on the practical experience of 

German business consultants, a well-prepared consultant would inform and consult the 

predecessor on the succession process without antagonizing him or her. According to 

business consultants in Spain, family business consultancy often required a multidisciplinary 

approach which encompassed various aspects both business and family related (e.g. 

psychological, legal, economic, etc).  

Interviewed consultants would generally rate soft skills (such as critical thinking, conflict 

management, building rapport, identifying strong and weak features of a person/business, 

active listening, etc.) higher than purely technical (hard) skills (e.g. legal and financial skills) 

when succession is concerned. In addition, business consultants would employ or forward 

to an external specialized assistance if needed in the succession process (e.g. lawyer, 

financial expert, etc.). 

 

4.2 What is your current level of skills and competences?  

 

In general, the majority of interviewed business consultants were very confident of their skills 

and knowledge.  

 

4.3 Sources of knowledge and skills (e.g. formal education, vocational training, networking, 

mentoring, practical experience, etc.) 

 

All interviewees have gained their knowledge and skills mostly through practical 

experience throughout their long professional careers as business consultants. In terms of 

education, interviewed business consultants had acquired their skills through participation in 

trainings, workshops, discussion boards, networking with other experts, etc.  Business 

consultants agreed that mentoring and working with practical examples (e.g. case studies) 

would allow professionals in a certain topic (especially business consultants) to better 

analyze real-life business stories. In many cases, especially when family businesses were 

concerned, there are many and complex problems, that often have psychological 

background. Therefore, there is no universal solution for such issues. The practical 

experience, without any doubts, is the best way to acquire and interiorize these abilities. 

 

5. Knowledge/ skills/ attitudes that family business owners need to implement a successful 

business transfer 

Similar to the previous section, the fifth and final part of the interviews aimed to gain more 

in-depth information on the most crucial and valuable skills and competences that family 
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business owners would need in order to plan and implement a successful business transfer 

or a succession process. Again this was reflected from the point of view of the interviewed 

business consultants.  

 

5.1 Knowledge / skills / attitudes that family entrepreneurs need to possess in order to plan 

and implement a successful business transfer 

 

According to most advisors, an entrepreneur should have a clear vision for business 

development and strong relations inside the family in order to facilitate the process of 

planning and implementing succession. Therefore, family business owners should have 

excellent knowledge on the business and the economic area where it operates. He/she 

should also be a passionate learner, as well as opened to external advice and 

consultancy.  

Both the successor and the predecessor should be experts in the economic field or sphere 

where the business is operating. The potential successor should be familiar with every 

aspect of the family business. It is highly beneficial if he/she had already worked in the 

company for several years. 

Most interviewed business consultants would rate soft skills (e.g. ability to identify strengths 

and weaknesses, communication, leadership, etc.) generally higher than hard skills (e.g. 

technical skills) in terms of efficiency when it comes to planning and implementing 

succession. Soft skills were considered more important by consultants not only in the field of 

succession but in all aspects of family business management. According to interviewees, 

members of family businesses should always keep in mind that every challenge represents 

an opportunity.  

 

5.2 What were the most common sources / methods for acquiring knowledge, skills and 

competences among family businesses (e.g. formal education, vocational training, 

professional courses, professional business consulting, workplace learning, etc.). 

 

Based on the practical experience of the interviewed business consultants the most 

preferred tools by entrepreneurs for improving their skills and knowledge on a certain topic 

related to their business were: 

 Solid educational background on the topic (e.g. university, college or post-graduate 

degree); 

 Self-training and learning initiatives (e.g. online learning and online research on a 

certain topic); 

 Direct and tailored business consultations; 

 Formalized classes; 

 Workshops and short-one-day trainings; 

 Networking both internal (family and relatives) and external (business partners, 

competitors, other entrepreneurs, consultants, etc.); 

As expected, interviewed business consultants highlighted the importance of business 

consultations as one of the preferred methods for improving certain skills and competences 

of entrepreneurs. Businesses would tend not to acquire certain (e.g. very specialized skills) 

and knowledge. Instead they would like to have a person (a consultant) to solve those 
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issues. Succession along with financial consulting, project management and development, 

accounting and legal services were some of those skills. 

 

5.3 Level of efficiency and applicability of each tool/method to the specifics of the 

succession and business transfer processes.  

 

It was difficult to assess the effectiveness of a certain training methodology due to the fact 

that each family business is unique and has various problems and attitudes. In addition, 

planning and implementing succession very often differed substantially from one business 

to the other. 

A training tool would be effective if it would bring together family businesses and external 

consultants / experts, lawyers, psychologists, marketing specialists, etc. that could be part 

of the succession process. 

Targeted specialized and up-to the point business consultations were pointed out by 

advisors as very effective in terms of solving specific business related issues including 

succession. In general, interviewed business consultants lacked the specific knowledge, 

skills and practical experience in both succession issues and consulting family businesses in 

succession issues. They considered succession as not very popular among family businesses. 

Nevertheless, they were positive that the topic of business transfer to the next generation 

(planning and implementing it) would be becoming more popular and demanded in the 

next years. Therefore, most of the interviewed business consultants were very interested in 

receiving further information on the project and were highly motivated to improve their skills 

in business succession. 
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3. Chapter III 

General summary and conclusions 
 
As identified during the desk phase of the research, the European legislative framework 

used in different countries is imperfect and deficient. Hardly any consideration of family 

businesses can be found across most European countries. In some of the project countries, 

the term “family business” is mentioned in different regulations without any clarification as 

to its definition. 

 

A clear differentiation exists between Western and Eastern (Balkan) European countries in 

the aspect of available support and level of development of family businesses. As it was 

summarized at the desk research, the states in Cyprus, Greece and Bulgaria don’t seem to 

actively support family businesses in a structured and special way and more importantly 

addressing the issue of succession, as family businesses are treated as SMEs in general in 

those countries, while in Spain and Germany the family companies are given some tax 

privileges in favor of business property.  

 

As stated in the introductory part of the present report, the process of change in ownership, 

transfer and/or succession within or outside of a family represents an extremely crucial 

moment in the life of a family SME.  According to recent researches on the topic more than 

60% of family businesses fail in the context of business transfers, leading to enormous jobs, 

knowledge and entrepreneurial potential losses. According to recent studies, less than 3% 

of the failures were due to professional errors in accounting, legal or financial advisory 

planning, or to tax regulations regarding business transfers. At the same time, support in 

business transfers disproportionally has been focusing on technical and legislative issues.  

 

The main findings of the desktop research, that was conducted in the initial stages of 

project implementation seem to be confirmed by the conclusions of the present report, 

however, the results of this primary research shed light into particularities that can directly 

support the development of a more “up to the needs” training material for business 

advisors.   

 

The present chapter summarizes some of the main findings that were documented as a 

result of the research on the competences and skills that business advisors and consultants 

of family business would require in order to effectively support and consult family businesses 

in the process of planning and implementing a business transfer and succession.  

The main findings of the present report cross-fertilize the results that were gathered 

throughout project countries and will aid in the development of 

methodological/pedagogical layout and tools that would aid business advisors to 

enhance their consulting competences in succession issues.  

 

The profile of participants in the research included mostly business advisors in the age 

between 35 and 54 years, predominantly men – managers or CEOs at consulting 

companies that have sufficient, long-term experience in providing consulting services to 
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SMEs and in particular family businesses. Their professional expertise and experience in 

working with family business was focused on various aspects of business management and 

development such as: human resource training and management; financial, accounting 

and business planning services; financial management; banking instruments consulting; 

project management and development; specific business related legal consulting, etc.  

 

From the practical experience of business consultants that took part in the research 

process, it could be concluded that family business owners tend to seek mostly general 

business and management services, tax related assistance, as well as external funding 

counseling. According to research data family business succession was not a very popular 

and demanded consulting service.  

 

The level of expertise and experience in the field of business succession differed from 

country to country. In Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus the majority of business advisors lacked 

the experience and therefore expertise in providing consulting or training to family business 

owners related to business succession and transfer. On the other hand, in Germany and in 

Spain most business consultants stated that they were experienced in consulting family 

SMEs in succession and business transfer issues.  

 

As far as relationship between consultants and family businesses was concerned, 

according to the majority of interviewed advisors, most family businesses were opened to 

sharing information related to their business but only if long-term professional relations and 

mutual trust between both the consultant and the entrepreneur existed. In general, 

business consultants agreed on the fact that succession was not on most family businesses’ 

agenda and that it was an issue that would be becoming more popular in the next few 

years. For example, in Bulgaria, most family business owners, by still being in their 1st 

generation, have not yet grown fond of the benefits of planning and implementing a 

formalized succession process in their companies. According to business advisors, 

succession consulting is a complicated process due to the fact that there was no universal 

plan for implementing it and that each succession process was strictly individual to the 

business itself. 

 

Lack of information and trust to family outsiders were some of the main reasons why family 

businesses would not be interested in receiving consulting and support in business 

succession. In many cases, family entrepreneurs would be interested in the purely technical 

aspect of the transfer by seeking for standard advice of accountants and tax experts (e.g. 

the technical aspects of succession), rather than demanding a thorough guidance in the 

process of planning and implementing succession. Very often in countries such as Bulgaria 

and Greece, family businesses were more opened to financial consulting, especially when 

it comes to seeking a grant funding for a certain business activity or when a certain 

financial issues arises in the general business management. In Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus and 

in Spain, the issues of business succession were very rarely discussed with external 

consultants and tend to be kept as an "internal secret" to the business owner, family and 

relatives. Consultants would relate this tendency to the specific mindset of most family 

entrepreneurs.  
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As most of the companies in rural areas were family owned SMEs, very often these 

businesses were isolated from specialized consultancy. Therefore, the succession process is 

perceived as a natural process where the owner will transfer power and the management 

of the company to others, usually his/her children (or grandchildren or nephews).  

Generally, most consultants would not provide specific succession consulting. Such informal 

consultation was usually integrated transversally into the different services (financial, legal, 

etc.) that they have provided to companies.  In Germany, for most businesses it was 

standard practice to have at least external financial, legal and tax advice. Therefore, 

many family business owners were further sensitized by these advisors to consult in 

succession issues as well.  

 

As far as awareness on the benefits of planning and implementing a successful business 

transfer or succession in Bulgaria and Cyprus was concerned, both the majority of family 

business owners and most business advisors were not aware of the benefits of implementing 

a well-planned succession process. As highlighted above, business consultants would 

attribute this to two main issues – firstly lack of information on the topic and secondly the 

specific mindset of most family business owners. In Germany, most family businesses were 

aware of the benefits of succession planning but not of the average continuation of the 

succession process. As a result, family business owners began planning the succession 

process when it was already too late. In Greece, according to business advisors, succession 

has not been an issue that a Greek family entrepreneur would easily discuss with an 

external advisor. As in Bulgaria and in Cyprus the knowledge on the benefits of planning 

and implementing a successful transfer or succession was scarce. 

Generally, owners and family members in Spain were aware of the advantages of the 

succession process planning and proper implementation but only on how to reduce taxes 

or to avoid problems with tax agencies and foreclosures. According to Spanish business 

consultants, succession has been regarded by family businesses as a "tailored suit", an 

exercise of self-regulation and an anticipation that, if well-crafted, will greatly facilitate the 

process of succession. 

 

According to the majority of business consultants in all surveyed countries, the main 

challenge in consulting family business in general, not only in succession issues, was the 

lack of trust to the external advisors/consultants. In Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus, the main 

challenge in terms of business succession was to persuade business owners of the need of 

planning for succession. In this aspect, it was important to break the common stereotype of 

family businesses that outsiders especially business consultants should be kept outside of the 

family "circle of trust". An entrepreneur should be aware that a successful relation with 

external consultant could only bring added value to their business. Additional challenges 

that undermined the efficiency of consulting were the lack of training, best practice 

exchange platforms, as well as skills (e.g. communication and leadership). In Germany and 

Spain, where business consultants were more experienced in succession issues, the several 

main challenges were outlined. In terms of planning the succession in due time, most 

problems occurred as a result of late planning. In many cases there were many 

predecessors that were unwilling to let go of the company ownership. In such cases, the 

experienced consultant would face the challenge of persuading them on the benefits of 

making decisions in advance. Another main challenge was finding a suitable successor. 
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Although, the succession within the family is the most common form of succession, there 

have been an increasing number of companies which were lacking suitable successors. 

Therefore, finding an appropriate external investor or a buyer of the family business, as well 

as persuading the owner to sell, might also represent a challenge. The consultant should be 

able to assess the economic and family related factors that would influence succession, as 

well as the level of readiness of potential successors (which has many aspects).  

 

Business consultants in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Germany were mainly unaware of any 

existing specific support tools, trainings courses or initiatives for family business succession 

planning. In Bulgaria the absence of such training programmes has been resulting simply 

by the lack of demand. In Greece, there were various courses that were being provided by 

different training centres but not specifically regarding business succession. In addition, the 

majority of such informal training initiatives were putted on hold due to the financial crisis in 

the country. However, a few personal mentoring / business coaching sessions existed that 

were currently gaining more and more popularity.  In Germany, there were various online 

platforms, courses and meetings organized for family businesses that were more popular 

and demanded. Usually, such programmes and training tools were provided by both 

chambers of commerce and also in cooperation with banks. 

In Spain however, there were many training courses for business consultants, that were 

organized by private training centres (or in collaboration with Universities). However they 

approached the topic of family business only from a general perspective, or in many times 

by relating succession with other topics (e.g. business performance, training of staff, etc.). 

However, as in Bulgaria, the lack of specialized courses in Spain (and in general) that were 

focused exclusively on business succession consulting, further reinforced the general 

assumption that this aspect was not very demanded by the owners of family businesses yet. 

The few courses that would exist have focused only on the technical issues (e.g. financial 

and legal aspects) and not on transversal competences. 

 

At present, in countries like Bulgaria, Cyprus and Greece due to the lack of specific support 

and training initiatives in the field of succession it was difficult to assess their efficiency and 

attractiveness to family businesses. Nevertheless, based on the practical experience of 

business consultants, it can be concluded that if such trainings and initiatives were 

available they would be very beneficial and attractive to family businesses. In addition, the 

majority of business consultants were also very interested and eager to join such training 

initiatives or to simply improve their skills and knowledge on the topic. In Germany, if 

properly sensitized, such programmes would be beneficial both to family business and 

advisors as they will provide a networking platform, where the issue of succession could be 

further elaborated and discussed. In Spain, there was an increasing demand of trainings 

and supporting tools for family businesses which currently account for 85% of the Spanish 

economy. 

 

In terms of the most preferable learning tools, business advisors seemed to prefer, as most 

efficient, case studies, individual coaching and mentoring, as well as networking among 

experts.  Business consultants shared the opinion that succession training and training 

content should be very much individualized to the needs of each particular business. 

Therefore, business consultants would consider that their mentoring and coaching should 
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be improved. As a result, they could aid businesses to better take into account various 

factors, both internal (family and business related) and external (market and environment 

related), in the process of businesses succession consulting. German advisors considerd the 

efficiency of interdisciplinary work among advisors, networking and face-to-face 

communication as important. In Spain, an increasing number of training courses have been 

currently in the process of development that would follow a more psychological path 

towards the understanding and good management of the human relations and emotional 

dimension of family business management. Such trainings would combine a methodology 

based on theoretical lessons, case studies, role playing and multidisciplinary work tables. 

Such courses could also offer personalized coaching and networking with other 

professionals in order to support consultants in setting up a personalized personal and 

carrier development plans in the field of family business consulting. 

 

The most efficient training tools for family businesses in succession issues, and in general to 

all entrepreneurs nowadays, especially family ones, would be the one that were taking into 

account the limited time and resources of small family-owned companies. On the other 

hand, the present level of awareness of businesses on the benefits of planning and 

managing succession has been rather low. Therefore, raising awareness on the topic should 

begin on a simpler level. According to business consultants it is important to teach family 

business owners on the basics of the succession process (e.g. the importance of planning 

and the various options available for business transfer and succession). Online training, if 

applied as a tool should include content that is more multimedia oriented (e.g. videos, 

success stories, case studies, etc). The more detailed, technical and complicated aspects 

of succession should be taught on another level through mentoring, coaching, formal 

classes, etc. 

 

In terms of knowledge and skills necessary for consulting in business succession issues, 

business consultants would consider that soft skills (e.g. planning the succession process, 

managing family conflicts, as well as setting goals and targets in the process of succession) 

which involve interpersonal relationships would be more important than technical (hard) 

skills (e.g. legal and financial skills) and knowledge on the topic. Additional soft skills that 

might prove useful and efficient might include: critical thinking, conflict management, 

building rapport, identifying strong and weak features of a person/business, active listening, 

etc. In addition, business consultants would tend to employ external specialized assistance 

if needed for facilitating the succession process (e.g. lawyer, financial expert, etc.). 

Nevertheless, there has been a particular interest of German and especially Spanish 

business advisors in improving and further developing their specific technical skills related 

to business transfer and succession (e.g. legal, tax and financial skills) in order to effectively 

support family businesses in the process of planning and implementing business transfers. 

If a business consultant is to become a successful advisor for family businesses, he/she 

should "walk in the shoes" of their clients in order to gain their trust. Otherwise a family 

business owner would never trust them with such an important task as succession. 

Additionally, business consultants would point out skills as excellent knowledge of business 

management issues, some legal and finance skills, etc. Project planning and organizational 

management were also important when consulting small family businesses. According to 

one of the family businesses that participated at the research, a consultant should “speak 
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their language” and not be “a sophisticated talker”.  Based on the practical experience of 

German business consultants, a well-prepared consultant would inform and consult the 

predecessor on the succession process without antagonizing him or her. According to 

business consultants in Spain, family business consultancy often required a multidisciplinary 

approach which encompassed various aspects both business and family related (e.g. 

psychological, legal, economic, etc). 

 

In terms of knowledge and skills that a family business would need in order to better plan 

and handle succession, research data showed that according to the majority of sbusiness 

consultants, an entrepreneur should have a clear vision for business development as well as 

strong relations inside the family in order to smoothly plan and implement the process of 

succession. Therefore, family business owners should have excellent knowledge on the 

business and the economic area where they operate. He/she should also be a passionate 

learner, as well as opened to external advice and consultancy.  

Both the successor and the predecessor should be experts in the economic field or sphere 

where the business is operating. The potential successor should be familiar with every 

aspect of the family business. It is highly beneficial if he already worked in the company for 

several years. 

Again, as stipulated above business consultants rated soft skills (e.g. ability to identify 

strengths and weaknesses, communication, leadership, etc.) generally higher than hard 

skills (e.g. technical skills) in terms of efficiency when it comes to planning and 

implementing succession. Soft skills were considered as important by consultants not only in 

the field of succession but in all aspects of family business management. 

 

There has been a clear ranking of the most preferred types of succession. A succession 

within the family is clearly preferred, followed by liquidation and closure of the company 

and transfer to a long time employee whereas selling to an outside investor is often just a 

compromise solution.  

 

When the data about succession forms was compared in terms of level of complexity in 

regards to inner (e.g. conflicts among the family or with employees) and outer (e.g. 

conflicts with outside investors, official authorities) aspects, the most common type of 

succession (within the family) would be also considered as the most complicated one.  An 

increasing challenge for family businesses throughout Europe has been the finding of fitted 

successors, in cases when no family members or long time employees were willing to take 

over. In Germany, there have been several programs, initiated by chambers of commerce 

and/or in cooperation with banks, which addressed that issue and have been trying to 

bring together sellers and buyers of family businesses at meetings or on online platforms. 

Similar practices could be also beneficial for the needs of the training methodologies and 

tools that will be developed in the frame of the present project initiative.   
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Dear Participants, 

 

This online survey forms part of the European project Success…ion which is co-

funded by the European Commission, under the Erasmus + Programme, and is 

implemented by a consortium of nine partners in Bulgaria, Spain, Greece, Cyprus 

and Germany.  

The project aims to enhance the consulting capacity and skills of business 

consultants and advisors by providing them with a set of training tools and practical 

means that will enable them to effectively consult family business owners to plan 

and implement a successful business transfer. By participating in this online survey, 

you provide us with invaluable data on your needs as a business consultant in 

certain skills and competences for supporting family business succession planning.  

The survey includes 17 multiple choice questions and will take you no more than 10 

minutes to complete.  All information will be treated confidentially and no personal 

data or information will be disclosed or be otherwise used except for research 

purposes. 

This survey, and the project as a whole, will be even more successful if you assist us 

in identifying more business advisors who would like to participate in the survey by 

just forwarding this link which provides access to the online questionnaire. 

You can also visit our website at:  http://succession-project.eu/ and like us on 

Facebook: Succession in Family Business 

 

 

Thank you! 

The SUCCESSION PROJECT CONSORTIUM 

  

http://succession-project.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/Succession-in-Family-Businesses-1126854217324970
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PART 1: PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 

1.1. Which country do you currently work in? 

 

1.2. Gender 

- Male    

- Female 

 

1.3. What is your age? 

 

- Less than 25 years; 

- 25 – 34 years; 

- 35 – 44 years; 

- 45 – 54 years; 

- 55 – 64 years; 

- 65 + years; 

 

1.4 What is your present role in your organization? 

 

- Business consultant / advisor; 

- Professional / certified business consultant / advisor; 

- Training expert / consultant; 

- Trainer/Mentor; 

- Mediator; 

- Other (Please specify):________________ 

 

1.5 Which level of seniority do you represent in your company? 

 

- Entry level 
- Senior 

- Manager 

- Director 

- Chief X Officer 

- Partner 

- Owner 

- Other (Please specify):________________ 

 

PART 2: CONSULTING FAMILY BUSINESSES  

 

2.1 Do you provide consulting services to family business owners? 

- Yes 

- No 
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2.2 If yes, based on your experience please specify the consulting services that 

family business owners usually request/need? 

(Please choose one or more of the services stated below) 

 

- General business and management services; 

- Administrative consulting services;  

- Financial management services; 

- Tax related issues; 

- Human resource management and development services; 

- Marketing services; 

- Legal consulting;  

- Project management and development; 

- Family business succession; 

- Other (Please specify):________________ 

 

2.3 If you do not provide any consulting to family businesses, would you be 

interested in providing services to family business owners in the future? 

 

- Yes  

- No  

 

PART 3: KNOWLEDGE BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY OF ADVISORS 

 

3.1 Have you ever provided consulting services to family business owners in 

business succession issues? 

 

- Yes  

- No  

 
Questionnaire logic (for internal use only): If Yes is selected – proceed to Q.3.2. If NO is selected skip 

to Q.3.4. 

 

3.2 If yes, how would you rate your knowledge and skills in business succession? 

 

 Very low 

 Low  

 Medium 

 Good 

 Very good 

 Excellent 
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3.3 If you possess knowledge and skills in business succession, where did you gain 

this knowledge from?  

 

- E-Learning / Online learning; 

- Individual coaching / mentoring; 

- Case studies; 

- Networking among experts; 

- Workshops; 

- Specialized formal training course; 

- Self-tests / self-assessment / quizzes 

- Personal research and interest on the topic; 

- A specialized service provision programme related to business succession in 

the organization that I work for / manage 

- Other (Please specify):________________ 

 

3.4 How would you rate the openness of family business owners in your country to 

being consulted in succession issues? 

 

- Very interested / open 

- Interested / open 

- Indifferent 

- Not very interested / open  

- Not at all interested / open 

- I cannot provide an answer to that question 

 

3.5 If you find family business owners not being interested in succession issues, what 

do you consider the main reasons behind this? 

 

- Lack of motivation  

- Lack of information 

- Lack of time and resources 

- Lack of trust in family outsiders 

- Other (Please specify):________________ 

 

3.6 Would you be interested in participating in a training programme or to receive 

specialized support and tools that will improve your competences and skills in 

supporting family business succession planning? 

 

- Yes, I am very interested 

- Yes, I am interested 

- Neutral 

- No, I am not interested at the moment   
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- No, I am not interested at all  
 

3.6.1 If so, which of the following learning methods and tools seem appealing to 

you?  

 1 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 

Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

E-Learning / Online learning      

Individual coaching / mentoring      

Case studies      

Networking among experts      

Blended training programmes      

Workshops       

Formal courses       

Self-tests / self-assessment / 

quizzes 

     

Other, please specify 

 

3.7 Have you ever attended / participated at a specialized training programme / 

initiatives on family business succession planning? 

 

- Yes  

- No  

 

3.7.1 Based on your experience, which of the following skills and competences 

would you be interested to further develop in order to effectively support family 

businesses in planning and implementing business transfers? 

(Please rate the competences / skills below) 

Competences / skills 1  

Not at all 

interested 

2  

Slightly 

interested 

3 

Somewhat 

interested 

4 

Moderately 

interested 

5  

Very 

interested 

Identifying strengths 

and weaknesses both 

personal and business 

related 

     

Setting goals and 

targets  

     

Planning business      
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succession  

Managing family 

conflicts 

     

Non-technical 

aspects of business 

succession 

     

Understanding 

interfamily relations  

     

Technical skills related 

to business transfer 

and succession (legal, 

tax and financial skills) 

     

Other, please specify 

 

3.7.2 When it comes to business transfer and succession what will be the most 

preferable learning tool that will aid you in further developing and brooding your 

skills and competences on the topic? 

(Please rate the statements below) 

 1 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 

Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

E-Learning / Online learning      

Individual coaching / mentoring, 

etc. 

     

Case studies      

Networking among experts      

Blended training programmes      

Workshops       

Formal courses       

Self-tests / self-assessment / 

quizzes 

     

Other, please specify 

 

3.7.3 If you already had training in dealing with family business succession issues 

which of the following techniques did you prefer? 

 

 1 

Strongly 

2 

Disagree 

3 

Neither 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 
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disagree agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

agree 

E-Learning / Online learning      

Individual coaching / mentoring      

Case studies      

Networking among experts      

Blended training programmes      

Workshops       

Formal courses       

Self-tests / self-assessment / 

quizzes 

     

Other, please specify 

 

3.8 When providing advice in succession matters to a family business what are your 

preferred methods and tools? 

 

 1 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 

Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

(neutral) 

4 

Agree 

5 

Strongly 

agree 

E-Learning / Online learning      

Individual coaching / mentoring      

Case studies      

Networking among experts      

Blended training programmes      

Workshops       

Formal courses       

Self-tests / self-assessment / 

quizzes 

     

Other, please specify 

 

PART 4: EXPERIENCES FROM FORMER FAMILY BUSINESS SUCCESSIONS 

 

4.1 In your experience, what are the most common forms of succession in family 

businesses? 

 

 1 very 2 3  4 very 5 no 
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common common rare  rare evidence 

Within family succession      

Business is sold to a competitor      

Business is sold to a private equity 

firm 

     

Business is sold to an employee of 

the firm 

     

Ownership is transferred to a 

foundation 

     

Liquidating the assets and close 

the company 

     

Other, please specify 

 

4.2 How complicated in regards to inner (e.g. conflicts among the family or with 

employees) and outer (e.g. conflicts with outside investors, official authorities) 

aspects do these forms of succession seem to be? 

 

 1 very 

compli

cated 

2 

Complic

ated 

3 

neutral  

4 Somewhat 

complicate

d 

5  not 

complic

ated at 

all 

Within family 

succession 

     

Business is sold to a 

competitor 

     

Business is sold to a 

private equity firm 

     

Business is sold to an 

employee of the firm 

     

Ownership is 

transferred to a 

foundation 

     

Liquidating the assets 

and close the 

company 

     

Other, please specify 

 

4.3 From your point of view, which forms of succession are most successful? 

 

 1 

Quite 

2 

Somewha

3 

Neutral 

4 Somewhat 

unsuccessful 

5 Quite 

unsucces
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succe

ssful 

t 

successful 

sful 

Within family 

succession 

     

Business is sold to a 

competitor 

     

Business is sold to a 

private equity firm 

     

Business is sold to an 

employee of the firm 

     

Ownership is transfered 

to a foundation 

     

Liquidating the assets 

and close the 

company 

     

Other, please specify 

 

PART 5: FURTHER COOPERATION 

Would you be interested in further cooperation with the project “Succession” and 

content which will be developed and/or receiving further information on its 

outcomes? 

- Yes  

- No  

If yes, please provide us with a valid e-mail address: ____________________________ 

 

 

Thank you for participating in the survey! 

More information at:  http://succession-project.eu/ 

Join and like us on Facebook: Succession in Family Business 

 

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This survey reflects the views only of 

the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information 

contained therein. 

http://succession-project.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/Succession-in-Family-Businesses-1126854217324970
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Annex 2: Qualitative research tool (Open interviews / discussions guidelines) 
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Document Title: 
Interviews / open discussions for business consultants / 

advisors 
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Organisation Association BICC – Sandanski 
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Interview contents and guidelines 
 

Dear participants, 

 

The following interview represents a part of a research that is underway in the frame 

of the European project “Succession” which is co-funded by the European 

Commission under the Erasmus + Framework Programme. The project is 

implemented by a consortium of nine partners of Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, 

Cyprus, and Spain. 

 

The project aims to enhance the consulting capacity and skills of business 

consultants and advisors by providing them with a set of training tools and practical 

means that will enable them to effectively consult family business owners to plan 

and implement a successful business transfer.  

The main purpose of the interview is to gain a more detailed understanding on the 

competences and skills that business advisors and consultants of family business 

need to acquire and further develop in order to effectively support and consult 

family businesses in the process of planning and implementing a business transfer 

and succession.  

 

The interview itself features a total of 18 open questions and will take you not more 

than 20 minutes to complete. As regards to confidentiality rest assured since no 

personal data or information will be disclosed or be otherwise utilized except for 

research purposes.  

 

If you have additional question in regards to the information and scope of the 

research part of the interview or the project as a whole, please do not hesitate to 

contact us. 
 

Thank you!  

 

The SUCCESSION PROJECT CONSORTIUM 
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Interview Template 

 

General information 

 

Name of the interviewee  

Company/Organization  

Title / Position  

Email  

Date and time of Interview  

Location of the interview (e.g 

online, Skype, face-to-face, 

via email, etc.) 

 

Name of the interviewer   

 

 A. Background and experience in providing business consulting / advice to 

entrepreneurs, including family businesses. 

 

(Professional background of the business consultant / advisor in regards to general 

and family business consulting) 

 

1. What is your professional 

background in regards to 

business consulting of 

entrepreneurs? 

 

2. Do you have any specific 

experience in providing 

consulting services to family 

businesses?  

 

3. If yes please provide more 

detailed information on the 

specific business consulting 

services that you have 

offered to family businesses? 

 

 

B. Specific background and experience in providing business consulting services 

related to family business succession and transfer 

(General comments on business succession and how a family entrepreneur would 

approach the issues related to business transfer and succession) 

 

1. Do you have any 

professional experience in 
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providing consulting or 

training to family business 

owners related to business 

succession and transfer? 

2. If yes, please describe in 

brief the process that the 

consulting relationship with 

the family business owner 

was developed and what 

were the outcomes? 

 

3. In your opinion, are family 

businesses in your country 

interested to engage in 

advice and consulting 

related to family business 

succession planning? 

 

4. To what extent would you 

say the entrepreneurs are 

aware of the benefits of 

planning and implementing 

a successful business transfer 

for ensuring their business 

survival and continuation?  

 

5. What are the main 

challenges related to 

consulting family business 

succession planning 

 

 

C. The specific support and training needs that family business consultant require for 

providing better services/support to family business in a process of business transfer 

and succession. 

 

(Specific support and training needs that business consultants need in order to 

better support family business succession planning) 

 

1. Do you know of any 

existing training / support 

courses / programs in your 

country that provided 

training and support for 

family business succession 

planning? 
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2. If yes, do you think such 

programmes / initiatives are 

popular among family 

businesses and most 

importantly are they 

effective in achieving their 

goals? In what ways? 

 

3. When it comes to business 

transfer and succession what 

will be the most preferable 

learning tool that will aid you 

in further developing and 

brooding your skills and 

competences on the topic? 

 

 

D. The knowledge/ skills/ attitudes that business consultants need when advising 

family businesses family business succession planning 

 

(Crucial and most valuable skills and competences to effectively plan and execute 

a family business transfer) 

 

1. Which are the most 

important competences and 

skills a business consultant 

should have in order to 

effectively support family 

entrepreneurs in the process 

of planning and 

implementing a successful 

business transfer? 

 

2. To what extent do you 

possess these competences / 

skills? 

 

3. In what ways did you 

acquire them (e.g. through 

formal education, vocational 

training, networking, 

mentoring, practical 

experience, etc.). 
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E. The knowledge/ skills/ attitudes that family business owners need to implement a 

successful business transfer) 

 

(Crucial and most valuable skills and competences to effectively plan and execute 

a family business transfer) 

 

1. In your experience, what 

knowledge / skills / attitudes 

do family entrepreneurs 

need to possess in order to 

plan and implement a 

successful business transfer? 

 

2. In what ways do family 

entrepreneurs usually acquire 

such knowledge, skills and 

competences? 

(e.g. through formal 

education, vocational 

training, professional courses, 

professional business 

consulting, workplace 

learning, etc.) 

 

3. Are these ways effective in 

providing them with the 

essential knowledge, skills 

and competences for 

achieving a successful 

business transfer?  

 

 

CLOSING QUESTIONS AND OPEN DISCUSSION 

1. Do you have any 

suggestions or 

recommendations to add to 

the issues and topics that 

were discussed in the frame 

of the interview? 

 

 

Thank you for your time and participation! 

The Succession Project Consortia  

www.succession-project.eu 

http://www.succession-project.eu/

